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In The Doll World™LLC 
In The Doll World™ & In The Doll World Podcast™ 

Guest ReleaseForm 
email: georgette@inthedollworld.com 

 
 
 
 

 
I, ________________________________________, hereinafter known 
 as “Guest”, do hereby enter into a contract with In The Doll World™ LLC, 
hereinafter known as “ITDW™” and “ITDW Podcast™” 
 
I, Guest, consent to the recording and distribution of reproduction(s) of my 
voice, appearance, and performance as part of interviews/programs with 
ITDW™” and “ITDW Podcast™. I, Guest, acknowledge that ITDW™” and 
“ITDW Podcast™ is the sole owner of all rights in and to the 
interviews/programs, and the recording(s) thereof, for all purposes. 
 
I, Guest, grant ITDW™” and “ITDW Podcast™ the unfettered right, among 
other things, to use, and distribute the programs/interviews, and 
performance in whole or in part, as embodied therein, together with my 
name, sobriquet, biographical sketch, photographs, or likeness (including, 
without limitation, any photographs or other marketing material Guest 
and/or Guest’s representative/s provide to ITDW™” and “ITDW Podcast™ 
and/or its representatives), in any and all media or formats, throughout the 
world, in perpetuity. I, Guest, understand and agree I shall receive no 
royalties or compensation. 
 
I, Guest, hereby release and discharge ITDW™” and “ITDW Podcast™ 
including its hosts, employees, and/or contractors from any and all liability 
arising out of or in connection with the making, producing, reproducing, 
processing, exhibiting, distributing, publishing, transmitting of the 
interviews/programs in whole and/or in part. Please add your initials next to 
the following paragraph that best describes your age and ability to enter 
into a contract with ITDW™” and “ITDW Podcast™. 
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_____ I am over 18-years old, and I am competent to enter into a legally 
binding contract. I have read this release before signing below, and I fully 
understand the contents, meaning, and impact of this release.  
 
_____I am the parent or legal guardian of the person referred to as “Guest” 
in this contract. I have read this release before signing below, and I fully 
understand the contents, meaning, and impact of this release.  
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Guest Signature and Information (Information for parent or legal guardian if 
Guest is unable to enter into a legally-binding contract.):  
 
___________________________________________________________ 
Print Name  
 
___________________________________________________________ 
Signature / Date  
 
 
 
Email: 
____________________________________________________________ 
 
Phone: 
____________________________________________________________ 
 


